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THE COMPANY

DIVUS is a global company that offers touch panels and complete solutions for
industry and building automation.
OUR SOLUTIONS

DIVUS takes up the challenge, today, tomorrow and in the future.
In addition to innovative touchpanel, the product portfolio of system solution.In combination with IPbased door entry points, visualization tools for the global standard KNX DIVUS. We help our world of
tomorrow more convenient, economical and ecological make.
HEADQUARTERS DIVUS

The headquarters of DIVUS is located on the wine street in the sunny Eppan
in South Tyrol. South Tyrol is as a location for business, very interesting not
only for the multilingual population, but also for the ideal position between
northern and southern Europe.
Tinkering on new devices and solutions surrounded by high mountains and
green orchards is easy. Inspired by the beautiful scenery, good food and
different cultures DIVUS brings consistently new, innovative products with
many advantages and facilities to the market.

DIVUS GERMANY

Automotive, machine tools, electrical engineering and electronics - Stuttgart!
Amidst one of the strongest economic regions in Germany DIVUS has his office
for the international sales and marketing management. From Stuttgart DIVUS
serves its international distribution partners and supports one of the most
important local market and economic regions in Europe - Germany.
Stuttgart is the root of the automobile. In addition to Daimler and Porsche is here
the internationally renowned vehicle supply industry established. The machine
tool industry, the electrical and electronics industry around Bosch, Stihl, IBM,
Hewlett Packard, Festo are only some of the Swabian flagship companys. The
Swabians are inventors and innovators and have the competence to do almost everything ...
Stuttgart is the ideal location to support worldwide customers and partners, but also to be closed to
German customers with technical expertise in projects and applications.

NEW QUALITY OF LIFE
Feel at home
The homes we inhabit today have become cozy habitats, where each room offers
the ideal climate and an inviting and congenial atmosphere, which are achieved
by means of specific lighting and music scenarios.
Today’s electrical amenities make life easier. With just a few reflexive flicks of the wrist, you can open
all your window blinds and check the traffic and weather in a jiffy. And all of this can be controlled and
realized via a DIVUS Touchpanel. DIVUS offers handy solutions to the ever new challenges of modern life
and domestic life, by ensuring that each and every one of us can fulfill their desire of coming home to a
comfy space with an ideal indoor climate.
BUT WHY SHOULD YOU OPT FOR A WALL TOUCHPANEL?

Smart devices are a useful addition to a building visualisation system, and in any case are nowadays an
indispendable component of such systems – which nonetheless must allow for access to key relevant
building functions via a failsafe and stable building Touchpanel. There are numerous reasons for this. A
building’s technical systems need to be continuously monitored and regulated, and it must be ensured
that protected functions do not fall under the control of cellphones, which could result in their being
controlled by unauthorized persons.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Saving energy has never been easier
Saving resources is a good thing not only for the environment, but also for your
pocketbook. Carbon emissions can be reduced by up to 20 percent through the
use of intelligent building technologies, which operate in intelligent homes without
sacrificing comfort or making energy saving a nagging concern.
DIVUS provides an energy management system, which independently controls the intelligent home
through a variety of sensors. The energy consumption of heating, cooling, shading, lighting, ventilation
and power supplies is optimized by logical operations, therefore the energy costs can be dramatically
reduced. The indoor climate constantly adapts to the needs of the residents while reducing the energy
consumption and increasing the well-being considerably.
Increasing numbers of functions are bundled and components are subject to overarching control systems
in that window contacts are integrated with the heating control system and the nominal temperature is
reduced at night or when the building is unoccupied, thus saving energy.
Room lighting and temperature are automatically adjusted as weather conditions change. This means
that not only is light intensity adjusted, but also color harmony is varied according to the time of day and
personal perceptions, thus providing particularly comfortable living room lighting. This saves energy and
increases energy efficiency.

SECURITY & FUTURE
A good feeling
Times change. Security, monitoring and control are getting more and more
important in order to protect you, your family and your home. Prevention is better,
therefore we have provided the possibility to integrate alarm systems, fire alarm
systems or video systems in DIVUS products. We all want to sleep peacefully and
enjoy our vacation.
IP cameras or additional security-program-controls can be integrated into our touchpanels or directly in
our KNX visualization OPTIMA. Together we plan the customized solution for your needs: you will have the
possibility to know at any time what is going on inside your house or outside of your property - directly
from the displays in your house and even while on the road on your mobile devices.
AND AS YOU GROW OLDER AND SLOW DOWN A BIT, THE INTELLIGENT HOUSE MAKES YOUR LIFE
EASIER

Technology should serve the people, not vice versa. A Smart Building should support people of all ages
and simplify everday life. Many different functions of our operating and control system KNX CONTROL help
to do so. Simple control, easy understandable functions and correspondingly large input objects support
the needs of each generation. Warnings and alarms can be sent automatically to charity organizations,
the police or family members in order to prevent dangerous situations.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Exactly as you like it ...
Waking up to your favorite song, cooking with the radio on in the background,
and enjoying a bath with relaxing music playing: all of this can be realized at the
same time in the various rooms of your home, using a central music library. With a
DIVUS Touchpanel, your music is always right at your fingertips all over the house.
You can also integrate into your DIVUS Touchpanel multiroom audio systems which means that you can
pipe different music programs into each room of your home.
The DIVUS Touchpanel allows for the display of a host of handy amenities such as e-mail, the internet,
weather reports, surveillance cameras, family birthday calendars, energy consumption charts and much
more.
With the DIVUS Touchpanel you can start your day fully informed via RSS feeds, traffic reports, stock
market prices, sports results, flight information, weather reports, and concert/movie information, all of
which are effortlessly accessible via the Touchpanel. This means that in the morning you’ll already be
equipped with the key information you need for a successful day.

FOR ANY APPLICATION
Living and commercial applications
Our product portfolio is sure to contain a solution that’s a perfect fit with your
home environment. These products range from high-end Touchpanel models to
versions for more modest budgets.
„DIVUS STANDS FOR AESTHETICS & DESIGN, CONTROL, SECURITY AND SIMPLICITY“

A DIVUS wall-mounted Touchpanel expresses your personal style. Whether it’s an elegant, restrained or
stylishly eye-catching decorative frame, you’ll be sure to find a solution that suits your tastes. But it’s not
only the way Touchpanels look that’s so impressive, but also their performance and functionality. Regardless
of whether your DIVUS Touchpanel is destined for use in an apartment, single-family/multi-family dwelling,
townhouse, villa or yacht, you can count on finding a model that delivers optimal performance.
The other major use to which DIVUS building panels can be put is in the commercial domain, i.e. hotels, offices,
medical practices, stores, spas, health clubs, bars/restaurants, warehouses, factories, reception areas, and
cruise ships (cabins and public areas). Efficient, small operating units can also control complex office building.
In such settings, our Touchpanels can also be used, beside the building automation control, to display product
presentations and/or surveillance camera images (e.g. in high-end stores), and as guidance system.
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PRODUCTS

The DIVUS product portfolio is wide. You will find
here cerainly the right solution for your project if
you serch touchpanels for building automation, an
intercomsystem or an entire building visualization
system like KNX CONTROL.
The range of touch panels extends from the small 7“
device up to 22“ touchpanel. For each project, you will
find the right panel with the required power and the
matching operating system. Whether you prefer to
develop Windows-based or Android-based visualization
projects, here you will find a wide selection of elegant
touchpanels for the wall.
The KNX CONTROL system with KNX SERVER or KNX
SUPERIO provides a simple actionable visualization
interface for your project, which may be also expansive.

DIVUS TOUCHZONE combines the functions of a
smartphone with building security functions.
HONOURED AS THE BEST TOUCHPANEL OF THE YEAR!

DISPLAY 7“ - 10“ - 15“ - 19“
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The Synergy Touch
It is the product innovation for more comfort and security in every smart building!
DIVUS TOUCHZONE IS A:

•

glass multi-Touchpanel for an intuitive handling in residential and commercial buildings

•

dedicated screen for controlling temperature, lighting, shading and more

•

home audio control panel

•

an elegant interior intercom station

•

control panel for energy and security management of the building

•

artwork for the wall - Made in Italy

•

call system for office, surgery, conference room

DIVUS TOUCHZONE can be designed individually, where all your ideas and visions
can be implemented with Android.
The elegant and restrained design of the DIVUS TOUCHZONE is anything but obtrusive, a
characteristic that surely endears the device to the hearts of architects and interior designers.

Thanks to the huge
selection of Android
applications DIVUS
TOUCHZONE offers
limitless customization
options.

Neue Lebensqualität
DIVUS TOUCHZONE
mit DIVUS..15
15

The DIVUS TOUCHZONE can be installed horizontally or vertically, in the classic DIVUS design where the
DIVUS TZ is hung on the wall in a featherweight fashion and only the 3 mm thick glass (color black or
white) projects from the wall. The DIVUS TOUCHZONE livens up the options.
The DIVUS TOUCHZONE integrates the Android operating system. DIVUS provides reliable and practical
apps for room control and intercoms, which are pre-integrated into the panel. The app „Building“
communicates with the KNXSERVER, thus allowing for visualisation of the KNX installation.
An app for communication with the intercom system makes the DIVUS TOUCHZONE an indoor station.
Installing a microphone and loudspeaker allows for voice communication with outdoor stations or other
indoor stations via the DIVUS TOUCHZONE, which thus becomes a speaking or call system.
DIVUS TOUCHZONE REVIVES THE COMBINATION

The Google Play offers a host of practical and useful apps. In some cases DIVUS provides you with
preinstalled applications.

Openness and versatility are the key to successful products. One of the great
advantages of the DIVUS TOUCHZONE is its outstanding interoperability with
third-party products.
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Controlling a music system or piping different types of music into various rooms (multiroom system).
is only one Hence Sonos, Creston and Control4 multiroom system controls can be combined with the
general building control system.
In order to guarantee a mobile control, more and more KNX system manufacturers are going to release
Android apps on the market.

With every new app the usage of DIVUS TOUCHZONE is getting more interesting
while being focused on security and highly increased efficiency.
A room control device needs to allow for simple and trouble-free installation and operation.
DIVUS TOUCHZONE is powered by the building network via PoE (power over ethernet), or via a 12 to 32
volt DC power supply, which is also compatible with the electrical systems in event trucks, mobile homes,
ships and yachts. Communication with the KNX bus is enabled via network and a KNX gateway. The LAN
interface serves as the data interface for multiroom, internet and other control sstems. Two USB ports
and four digital input and output ports are available on the rear of the device for specific data and signal
communication.
Behind the decorative covering on the front of the device there is an additional USB port for data
communication (in accordance with USB OTG specifications), as well as a microphone and speaker with
echo cancelling for intercom. The system memory can be enlarged via a micro SD card.
Display brightness is controlled by a intelligent regulation, such that the display remains readable at all
times and shuts off when not in use.

Infotainment point, interior door intercom,
entertainment center and home automation. The
touchpanel for the whole family.

DISPLAY 10“ - 15“ - 19“
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Gives you more possibilities
DIVUS SUPERIO is the individual information center for the whole family. Getting
the newest information every day, everywhere and at any time crystallizes into
an important part of our lives. Therefore, we have combined the best design and
technology - in DIVUS SUPERIO.
Now we present the magnification of the DIVUS SUPERIO family. DIVUS SUPERIO now provides an elegant
extension of the 10“, 15“ and 19“ version in the form of a capacitive glass touch screen. As an additional
highlight the Touchpanels can be mounted on request also flush with the wall. The system integrator has,
with these screen sizes, the extended performance and the memory expansion, lots of new exciting ways
to implement building visualisations.
The Touchpanel as a central control station, offers a quick overview of the whole control system of your
home. With great flexibility, high operating convenience and easy handling of the bus system, the comfort
that you expect at home will surely be increased.
In addition to safety and comfort, efficiency, future security and flexibility in building automation is
becoming increasingly more important. With DIVUS SUPERIO the „intelligent home” controls your heating/
cooling, shading, lighting and ventilation while optimizing energy consumption.
LET YOURSELF BE ENCHANTED BY THIS FUSION OF DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY!

DISPLAY 15“ - 19“
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Touch me!
DIVUS MIRROR is a combination of a Touchpanel for building automation and a
high-quality mirror.
DIVUS MIRROR switches to standby mode automatically after one minute without an active input. While
in Standby mode DIVUS MIRROR looks like a conventional mirror. A touch on the mirror will activate the
display of the 15“ or 19“ Panel and once again serve as the centerpiece of your building or home. DIVUS
MIRROR can be used as a building controller, intercom indoor station, media center or your information
point of your residence.
DIVUS MIRROR can be placed at a maximum of 25 mm from the wall or flush-mounted with any furniture.
DIVUS MIRROR has the special ability to combine a mirror and a Touchpanel. With DIVUS MIRRORwhole
buildings or business units can be controlled, selectively regulated, supervised, entertained, informed and
much more from one place.
DIVUS MIRROR does not need to be hidden or banished in equipment areas. Its integrated mirror in
standby mode can look fantastic in any lobby, bathroom or kitchen.

Elegant design meets innovative technology and
highest quality. Experience the breathtaking exclusivity
of DIVUS DIVA.

DISPLAY 22“
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Stunning. Exclusiv.
DIVUS DIVA - experience the fusion of modern building technology, visualisation
and media in a unique and stunning design.
DIVUS DIVA is recommended for the stylish home, property or business building. It can also be used in
lobbies, conference centers, SPAs, hotel suites, bars & restaurants, museums, fitness centers, showrooms
and retail areas. For an exclusive product, DIVUS DIVA emphasizes the level of appearance and takes any
product presentation to a visual experience. A multimedia window to the world on a level of its own it has
new dimensions of luxury, safety and effectiveness. A true work of art!
DIVUS DIVA is boasted by the sleek design of the flushed mounted glass touch screen and subtle play of
light by the LED. The arbitrary design element guarantees usual luxury, safety and effectiveness.
You can decide how DIVUS DIVA is integrated. Based on your preference you can choose to either place
it 5 cm parallel to the wall, floating, horizontal, vertical or inclined for an optimal view of the high quality
display. The brand new wall-mounted Touchpanel displays itself elegantly and allows a design-oriented
comprehensive approach.
The 22“ FullHD display is boasted not only by its design but also by its integrated technology at the highest
level. Your building will be fully controlled via the multi-touch screen. Additional features such as TV
functions or internet options complete the many possibilities and choices with DIVUS DIVA.

Enjoy your newly acquired freedom thanks to open
system architecture and more power! DIVUS DOMUS
fits perfectly any situation.

FRAMECOLORS

DISPLAY 10“ - 15“ - 19“
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Fits always!
According to the suggestions of planners, builders and customers, DIVUS DOMUS has been designed
to be invisible but at the same time remain a significant component in the interior design. With just one
„click“ you can change the entire frame according to your mood.

The true talents of DIVUS DOMUS are appreciated particularly by the experts.
The open system architecture with the pre-installed operating system Windows®
Embedded makes everyone very excited.
Personal or foreign software can easily be integrated and updated.
The performance of the DIVUS DOMUS product family has been optimized! Although the core component
of the Touchpanel is a fan-free embedded processor, we have been able to substantially improve the
performance of our DIVUS DOMUS products.

Style and high quality need not always be expensive.
Building control with DIVUS HOME is interesting even
for those on a budget.

DISPLAY 10“ - 15“

Economy Class with style
Our economy class DIVUS HOME is a great option that can control, regulate,
monitor and entertain entire buildings and much more at a very affordable price.
The Building Touchpanel does not need to be hidden in equipment areas. It can be placed right where
it needs to be used. The frames are made from high quality aluminum either anodized or brushed or
optional from glass (black and white). Also on request you may choose a preffered color.
The DIVUS HOME adapts to its neutral colors for any interior situation. Depending on the wishes of the
planner and builder you can purchase display sizes of 10” or 15”.
Due to the low power consumption the entire cooling can take place passively. The wall mounting ensures
that DIVUS HOME stands only 25 mm out from the wall. It would appear to viewers that the Touchpanel
looks like a picture frame.
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WELCOME
The front door of a home is the gateway to what we all consider to be a haven from the outside world.
The DIVUS OPENDOOR/DIVUS TOUCHZONE is an elegantly designed bundle that promotes total comfort
and optimized security in your home. And as an all in one system, it is also a groundbreaking solution.

The DIVUS TOUCHZONE as an indoor station, in combination with our IP-based
outdoor intercom DIVUS OPENDOOR, opens up exciting new options for buildings,
offices, medical practices, stores, and commercial properties.
For innovative electricians and system integrators, DIVUS offers a highly useful basic system that’s easy
to use and eminently scaleable. Even the Starter Set comprising an outdoor intercom, plus an indoor
intercom with a 7 inch multi-touch display, allows the realization of innovative applications.
THE INDOOR INTERCOM – A GENUINELY MULTIFACETED DEVICE!

The DIVUS TOUCHZONE is a indoor intercom unit with a 7 inch (alternative 10“-15“-19“)
color display and multi-touch screen. Calling up the Touchpanel opens a communication dialog on the
screen and switches the display from standby to active mode. The camera shows the person at the door;
the selected call signal is audible.
DIVUS TOUCHZONE us indoor unit can be also combiend with outdoor units of third-party.

Innovative intercom solutions
VIDEOPHONE, the solution, to control your video intercom system comfortably
from your Building touchpanel.
Thanks to the use of VoIP technology, you have access to all intercom functions either through the
customizable interface of our VIDEOPHONE software or directly through your UDP enabled visualisation!
Ein neues Design verpackt die umfangreiche Funktionalität der neuen Videophone Software 3.0. Das
überarbeitete Erscheinungsbild macht die Handhabung der Software für den Systemintegrator und den
Endbenutzer noch einfacher. Dank des integrierten SIP Standards ist die neue Videophone Software an
kein proprietäres System gebunden und kann in Verbindung mit verschiedenen SIP-Servern bzw. SIPTelefonanlagen eingesetzt werden. Neben diesem hohen Grad an Flexibilität bietet die Software eine
Vielzahl an Funktionen:
•

Kompatibilität mit allen gängigen, a/b fähigen Videosprechanlagen, wie z.B. Jung, TCS, GIRA, Siedle,
Elcom und vielen mehr über die separat erhältliche VIDEOPHONE-BOX

•

Integration von bis zu 10 Außeneinheiten möglich, auf Wunsch erweiterbar

•

Interphone-Funktion zur Kommunikation zwischen den einzelnen Panels

•

Erweiterte Intercom-Funktionen wie z.B. Entgegennehmen/Ablehnen, Videobild Ein-/Ausblenden,
Lautstärkeregelung inklusive Mute-Funktion, Aufnahmefunktion, Kurzwahl, Tastenfeld, Zusatztasten,…

•

Automatisches Einblenden der grafischen Oberfläche in Gegenwart von Anrufen

•

Intelligente Lautstärkeverwaltung: Die Software lernt über das Verhalten des Benutzers, wann die
Lautstärke angepasst werden muss.

•

Dynamische Schnellwahltasten: Bis zu 10 Schnellwahltasten können direkt aus dem Telefonbuch
heraus aktiviert werden.

•

Bild-Archiv: Bei jedem Türruf ein Bild abgespeichert.

IP intercom communication
DIVUS OPENDOOR is the network based intercom solution from DIVUS. Indoor
and outdoor stations will be connected via LAN cable. During incoming calls you
can see and communicate with your caller immediately and open the door for
him/her.
As internal stations, DIVUS Touchpanel with DIVUS VIDEOPHONE software can be used thanks to VoIP
support. DIVUS OPENDOOR completes the product range of DIVUS perfectly!
The door stations are available in two design variations: The modern look of stainless steel and painted
aluminum frame with a classical variant surface of aluminum. Is it enough to simply hear who is coming?
Or you would like to see who is ringing? We leave you the choice because the stations are available with
or without a camera.
DIVUS OPENDOOR combines maximum freedom of choice and fascinating technology. The various
functional elements such as camera, audio and ring module can be used in combination with mailboxes
or in stand-alone columns that are installed flush with design frames in different colors.
Benefits at a glance:
•

Simple planning, installation and initial startup

•

Security

•

100% digital and therefore future-proof

•

Ideal for small and large systems

•

Available with the internal unit DIVUS TOUCHZONE

Functional diagram
SCALABLE FUNCTIONALITY BY SIMPLE SOFTWARE UPGRADE
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KNX-MINI-SERVER

KNX-HOME-SERVER
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«Easy Use» KNX-Visualisation
DIVUS KNXSERVER is the core of the web technology based visualization solution of DIVUS for KNX
systems, which gives you full control over the functions of your home. KNXSERVER has been refitted
and now provides – among a noticeable performance boost – the new OPTIMA interface for creation of
design-oriented visualizations.

From the KNX-M-SERVER to the KNX-E-SERVER - scaleable visualisation solutions
Our new KNXSERVER family covers the whole gamut of requirements in this sphere, via a cost efficient
basic server that is an ideal entry-level gateway to the world of visualisation. The KNX-M-SERVER (MiniSERVER) operates in concert with mobile devices in the Apple domain (iPhone, iPad and iPod), as well as
with Android devices such as myriad smartphones and tablet computers from vendors such as Motorola,
Acer, Huawei, and many more.
And when it comes to stationary operation, the KNX-M-SERVER can communicate with our Androidbased DIVUS TOUCHZONE. For all supported Android products, in addition to access to KNX visualisation
a SIP-based door communication app is available that can be used via our INTERCOM UPGRADE, also
with our KNX-M-SERVER. This in turn allows the DIVUS TOUCHZONE to become an indoor-station for door
communication. In addition to our own OPENDOOR outdoor station, those of Siedle, Jung, Gira, TCS and
many other vendors are supported as well.

Our next-largest server, the KNX-H-SERVER (Home-SERVER) is a must when it comes to meeting customers’
ever growing expectations as regards functionality and design. These solutions are increasingly coming
into use in middle to upper class private-sector real estate (apartments and homes), as well as in smaller
commercial properties such as medical practices, retail stores, offices, and production facilities.

Our KNX-H-SERVER not only offers an expanded range of functions, but also
supports a full graphics mode, which allows for placement of system functions
right on the background image. Both classic layout plans as well as actual images
of a given space can be used as background.
Depending on the functions an object supports, having been put in position it can be either activated
directly or can serve as a gateway to extended entry options. The onscreen menu bar allows for user
friendly navigation and features a tree view of the relevant spaces (for rapid opening of the desired pages)
as well as dedicated areas for the management of functions such as light, climate, shading, security and
the like.
This menu also provides access to various plugins that allow for management of additional functions such
as scenarios and provides access to web content, weather reports, news tickers, and message boards.
The next step up – our KNX-A-SERVER (Advanced- SERVER) – is designed for use in large private sector
properties or commercial buildings. The only difference to the KNX-H-SERVER is the higher limitation for
group addresses and energy counter creation.
Our top of the line server, where the sky’s genuinely the limit, is our KNX-E-SERVER (Enterprise-SERVER),
which can be used for large-scale projects and adapted to their requirements.
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The DIVUS OPTIMA interface enables you to manage your company building or
your own home reliably and efficiently.
We have optimized the design and function of the DIVUS OPTIMA, the look of the KNXSUPERIO and
KNXSERVER. A building visualisation system can be created using the new DIVUS OPTIMA interface
without hiring a graphics expert. All that’s needed to operate and use the DIVUS OPTIMA is familiarity
with an image processing program and ETS software, which means that beginners feel as comfortable
with the system as seasoned users.
The system’s ETS project (ETS3 and ETS4 supported), which is used as a basis for realization of the
visualisation solution, is converted via the included ETS to KNXCONTROL tool and can be imported into
the KNXCONTROL device, thus allowing the creation of all group addresses and their icons. Definable
import rules allow the automatic icon assignment, which later saves a great deal of planning time during
the visualisation realization phase. Rooms are then defined and their operating elements are either
automatically assigned to a grid or are dragged to the background image. The navigation view in the
operating project is automatically created at the same time.
In addition to the imported KNX functions, the DIVUS OPTIMA Wizard features its own objects such as
scenarios, logics, timers, conditions and many other elements that allow you to add system functions.
A host of additional functions can also be used via integrated plug-ins, including IP camera integration,
calling up weather reports, news tickers and websites, generating messages, calling up energy use
displays and much more.

DIVUS Building Touchpanels
THE RIGHT SOLUTION

Hardware

Operating
System

Application
Software

Facility-Pilot

EISBÄR

Neue
DIVUS
Lebensqualität
Building Touchpanels
mit DIVUS . 37

We are connecting worlds!
Intercom IP

Multiroom

Security

BUS SYSTEM

... and many more

... and many more

... and many more

Intercom with
Videophone-BOX

DIVUS initiated the project «DIVUS meets Art» in collaboration with the South Tyrolean nature photographer
Georg Kantioler to give you an insight into our beautiful surroundings.
Art coupled with technology. Our technical and aesthetic high quality products - which combine mainly
glass and metal to create a (integral) unique whole - are compared here with the many facets of nature.
Inspired by the beauty of nature, we develop products to provide everyday comfort.
The South Tyrolean nature photographer Georg Kantioler shows how aesthetic and harmonious photos
can be. He photographs our homeland South Tyrol – nestled amidst the Alps in northern Italy - and his
work highlights the contrasts between soft and hard, shape and color.
We want to bring some calm into the hectic world of technology. Enjoy these stunning photographs. Take
pleasure in the perfection of harmony and serenity. Let your mind wander for a brief moment and enjoy
these beautiful pictures!

Georg Kantioler - Nature Photographer
I find a quiet, uncluttered images particularly attractive. Therefore, I like to work with an open aperture
and / or longer exposure times. I use no artificial lighting.
I am becoming more and more aware that, when taking pictures, it is extremely important to stay
calm and completely focussed. Good pictures are not simply taken, they are worked out. The aim is to
concentrate on the chosen scene, even if it is simple and to exploit it to the full. I hardly ever move outside
my homeland South Tyrol and I am aware that I use only a fraction of the possibilities here. Not because
it is South Tyrol. No, because our surrounding area usually provides more than initially expected. Nowhere
else can I become more attuned with time and place and the ever-changing conditions than where I live.
However, it requires continual spiritual development to identify new views in familiar surroundings.
Georg Kantioler has won many international nature photography competitions:
«Wildlife Photographer of the Year», «European Wildlife Photographer of the Year», «Highlights»,
«Asferico», «Oasis». In addition, he was a member of the jury for the «European Wildlife Photographer
of the Year 2010» competition. Several of his paintings have been purchased by «Canon»for promotional
purposes.
www.kantioler.it

AUTUMN IN THE MOUNTAINS

The autumn fog has spread over the Dolomite valleys during the night. Only the mountains stand out
from the dense blanket of fog, which has divided them into two. Above the fog, the sun’s first rays are
already warming the air, while in the valley it is still autumnal, cool, gray and gloomy.

SNOWHILL

Wide and flat is how we imagine a snowy landscape. A snow-covered upland moor looks quite different
– and creates gently rolling hills of snow. A thick layer of snow covers almost everything. Only a few dried
stalks manage to withstand the load of fresh snow.

Touchpanels for any application
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